
ALEF-CxET-DALET  :  ACxD  :  “Echad”  :  djT

The Letters in sequence are a “riddle” of sorts… hidden… CxET-DALET :  CxD. “hid”
ALEF as a prefix can be saying “I will…”  as in  “I will hide in this riddle”.
ALEF-CxET is “brother”… DALET is “Door”.
CxET is a fence, a compound, an exclusive area, protected from or kept away from.

The riddle is :  “which brother of ours, fellow human, claimed to be the “Door” of access to the 
‘otherwise-off-limits’ Bastion-Empire of  YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI ?”
The answer cannot vary from the testimony attested to by any of the 22 Letters.
What is the “voice of each Letter” ? 
Not exactly “what does each Letter ‘mean’”… but, what concept does each represent.

The name of planet Earth is the Hebrew word pronounced “ARETz” : MRT which was determind 
by it’s Author - Architect - Artist ... who names himself VHVT 
The word for Earth means “I will run” as if to imply that the Human experience here is a gamut 
course indicated by the 22 letters.

“In-between” each two sequential letters is an inferred transition, a morphing of one to the next… 
“Meta”.  Meta means change in place or condition.
How does the voice of the first Letter “become” the voice of the second Letter ?
What change happens to the state or status of the first voice in order to next speak as heard in the 
second voice ?

T ALEF :  sourced from Ha SHEMAYIM :  the Heavens- beyond the scope of the Cosmos

     :  From infinite essence, He took on “finitude”- the finite- the form

C BEIT :  materialized, embryonic form, the “One” including “Other”

     :  “Suited-up” to enter the playing field- engage the game action which He designed

g GIMEL :  voyager, on a mission... of experienced-liaison-transport... 
                     boomerang forth-and-back-and-forth again

      :  Cutting all ties, burning the boats, no bridge for which to escape, win-or-fail

S DALET :  entering Earth through the maternal matrix, impoverished of previous stature, 
                      to be the Door, to provide access for the otherwise lost and irrecoverable

     :  “the Prince and the Pauper story”, the Master shrouded in disguise as the fool

V HEI :  give alert - dire warning - blatant - obvious ... yet incognito - camouflaged - no claim. 
       be strong enough to be humble unto death... be BEIT-GIMEL-DALET ... be UAW-ZAYINed

     :  engage the peril, grapple with the woes of the human condition, “Grok Adam”

U UAW :  UAW :  Connect - Be the man.   The one to grab hold of, put to the nail.   Bridge the chasm.Connect - Be the man.   The one to grab hold of, put to the nail.   Bridge the chasm.
                  Penetrate the heart - Fathom ignorance - the angst - the pathos                  Penetrate the heart - Fathom ignorance - the angst - the pathos

     :   experience the maximum, be the ultimate archetype, ‘be’ pinnacle of the temple

z ZAYIN :  distinguished- a spectacle of honor - of horror - adorned by weapons- cut off

     :  suffer         …         ( the question remains- ‘why ?’ )

j CxET :  barricaded - banished - excluded - entombed in a crypt - the encrypted word

     :  lost, alone, alienated, disconnected

Y TET :  the full measure of the ‘human experience’- dead, ‘crushed’ and cursed

     :  sealed - forsaken - the ultimate peril -  “burn in Hell”

H YOD :  Mine: I take hold - personal proactive responsibility - determination 
                 “by My own hand…”, ‘not-a-victim’, no excuse - no blame of others
 
     :  even this… the bad is good, containing the necessary elements for ‘better’

F KAF :  According to Script, as Planned- with a Purpose
                  process of transference: this by My Hand of power offering your hand empowerment

     :   participation is integral, no one is audience - all hands are on the helm of ‘destiny’
         -  as modeled by one - is “Notice” to everyone

l LAMED  :  “Teach and Learn”,  the Script is written in TORAH- study the text in order to prevail.
            Encoded instructions by which to function successfully  /  Psalm 119: 18
            
     :  paving the way, conducting the path, ensuring success : from life to death 
        prototype pioneer run

O MEM  :  Fractal womb: each moment, day, life, is a seed for the next. 
                   From the depths of carnage and chaos…the planted seed of life is incubated 

     :  go to the place of no return … and return, through death to new life, recovery of the original

n NOON  :  Generation - a spark in the piston cylinder: driving force
                     upheaval in the Netherworld, turmoil in the depths, Jubilee of restoration

     :  the ‘established order’ is re-established by His tangibly engaged intervention

o SAMEK  :  Paradigm of structure - cosmological foundation - universal axiom
                       “quantum” relationships between elements

     :  however it was that the first was ‘built’ by spoken command to be so ... 
        now secondly the program is mechanically modified

e OYIN  :  OYIN  :  Equilibrium ... gestating like an embryo in an egg, perfect balance, making use of  Equilibrium ... gestating like an embryo in an egg, perfect balance, making use of  
         every resource which had been input to the yolk by behavior previous to the ZAYIN-Death         every resource which had been input to the yolk by behavior previous to the ZAYIN-Death

     :  Heart and Soul within the shell : attitudes harbored within become observable 
       ‘no Quark left behind’,  every micro-element of Creation re-utilized… as a ‘rule’

p PEI  :  Opening ... hidden, latent, potential manifest - true colors exhibited
                 the essence is apparent - the substance of a matter realized

     :  “Kingdom Come” on Earth as it is in Heaven 
         the ‘sacredness” of every piece made known, appreciated at value, in awe

M TzADI  :  Emergence, sprouting, re-introduction of the re-formed from the yolk slurry ...
                    resurrected yet still in the material realm

     :  the ‘Goal’ is the event- not the conclusion of it,  as flavor and as music- in process

Q QOOF  :  Future realized,  the hoped for “is.”  Opportune occasion given space to exist

     :  a Time Allowance for expression is factored in to the equation- no hurry, be happy

R RESH  :  Untouchable dominance, honorable integrity in full bloom

     :  Success.   “it works”

A SHIN  : Summertime Splendor, Solar Maximum, reveling in the expression- life on Earth

     :  Epitome of purpose… “I will be your ALHIM and you will be My people”

t TAV  :  Conclusion of the Matter,  on to the next undisclosed agenda… 

     :  this Gamut has simply been preparatory for what follows, to find the crew and equip them …

These ‘Poetically Subjective’ assessments have been derived by comparing :
The Seven Days of Creation : order of events
YOM  HaSHABBAT and the Seven MOEDIM of Leviticus 23 as a progressive story
MISHKAN Pattern of Exodus 25
Daniel 12: 4-13  as a code - index of the 22 letters
The Gospel narrative concerning Arrival, Crucifixion and Resurrection of YAHUSHA  
The Sermon on the Mount : Beatitudes of Matthew 5
Paleo - Pictographic Letter concepts

A consideration of “Why does the Earth and the Universe and ‘me’ exist ?”
A pondering of “What did YAHUSHA ‘do’ while dead for 3 days and 3 nights ?”
What do the TANAK Writings tell us about “Re-Confederating the 12 Tribes of YSRAL” 
Translation of various Hebrew words which seem to fit the context appropriately
These 44 statements compose the Phantom “Theory of Everything”…
      and outline the purpose or accomplishments of YAHUSHA’s earthly expedition without placing 
      Doctrine or Religious Belief or Biased Understanding into the mix…
      which is hardly possible.

These 44 statements chronicle the essence of each Letter as fits the Mission Objective of  JHcO

djT  VvVydjT  VvVydjT  VvVy
Deuteronomy 6:4
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“Shema Ysral
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Listen “Ysral”

h ו h י  our Alhym
h ו h י  only

  singular
 one
  no other

Meta  eleMent 
Variegated as a spectrum

Meta  Mere

Similar segments arranged 
longitudinally composing the body 
- centipede - spinal column

Meta nucleus

A nucleus extruded from the 
germinal vesical

Meta Basis

Transition from one subject to 
another 

MetaPhore

Figure of speech - a word denoting 
one kind of object applied to 
another via likeness

MetaPhase

Verbal translation ... one language 
into another

Meta lePsy

To make an exchange - substitution 
... metathesis modality

Meta Bole

Mutation • change in treatment

Meta organisM

transcendental - belonging to 
a higher order sphere than the 
physical ... metaptosis

Meta Bolic

Undergoing morph of character

Meta BolisM

Sum of processing - building up 
and destruction of vital phenomena

Meta center

On a ship: point of intersection: 
vertical with horizontal - buoyancy

Meta licolous

To dwell - to care for - to cherish 
- to worship ... working metals

Meta Physical

Having real being - the essential 
truth of reality ... supernatural

Meta genetic

Alternation of generations ... 
production of twins ... Fibonacci - 
Mandelbrot Set

Metage

Official measure of contents and 
weight

Meta logical

Beyond the scope or province of 
logic

MetaMorPh

Altered constitution - transform 
- conversion - sum of various 
modifications

Meta stasis

Change of state - sudden difference 
... baptism

Meta Biosis

Form of relationship: one preceeds 
the other and prepares the 
environment for it

Metal

Mettle ... quality of temperment - 
hardened clay - specialized ore

Meta aesthetisM

Ontology: Science of Being: 
Consciousness: 
Evaluation of Matter x Force


